The ventral fiber pathway for pantomime of object use.
The current concept of a dual loop system of brain organization predicts a domain-general dual-pathway architecture involving dorsal and ventral fiber connections. We investigated if a similar dichotomy of brain network organization applies for pantomime (P) and imitation of meaningless gestures (I). Impairments of these tasks occur after left hemispheric brain lesions causing apraxia. Isolated impairments and double-dissociations point towards an anatomical segregation. Frontal and parietal areas seem to contribute differently. A special role of the inferior frontal gyrus and underlying fiber pathways was suggested recently. Using a combined fMRI/DTI-approach, we compared the fiber pathway architecture of left hemispheric frontal, temporal and parietal network components of pantomime and imitation. Thereby, we separated object effects from pantomime-specific effects. P and I both engage a fronto-temporo-parietal network of cortical areas interconnected by a dorsal fiber system (superior longitudinal fascicle) for direct sensory-motor interactions. The pantomime-specific effect additionally involved the triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus, the middle temporal gyrus, the inferior parietal cortex and the intraparietal sulcus, interconnected by ventral fibers of the extreme capsule, likely related to higher-order conceptual and semantic operations. We discuss this finding in the context of the dual loop model and recent anatomical concepts.